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	UNITED STATES 8th CIRCUIT COURT
	

	
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST CHRISTIAN /ARYAN	)
NATIONS OF MISSOURI; PASTOR MARTIN  LUTHER 	)
DZERZHINSKY 	LINDSTEDT,					)
			         Plaintiffs-Appellants,			)
										)
vs.										)	No: 16-1489
					)
NEWTON COUNTY,  MISSOURI; NEWTON COUNTY	)
SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT;  KEN COPELAND,  		)
NEWTON COUNTY SHERIFF; CPL. OREN BARNES; 	)
MICHAEL LINDSTEDT; CHRYSTAL COURTNEY; 		)             
TERRY NEFF, ATTORNEY; TIMOTHY PERIGO, 		)
KEVIN L. SELBY, STATE CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES,	)
                                            Defendants – Appellees.		)



PLAINTIFFS-APPELLANTS’  PETITION FOR REHEARING


	COMES NOW for the Plaintiff(s)/Appellants Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt and also on behalf also of his church non-profit corporation The Church of Jesus Christ Christian / Aryan Nations of Missouri to timely file within the 14 day time limit this Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure Rule 40 Motion for a Petition of Rehearing of this Court’s October 11, 2016 Judgment to Affirm the Ruling of the U.S. District Court Western District Judge Stephen R. Bough, Case #3:13-cv-05020-SRB,  to Dismiss the entire lawsuit allegedly on the basis for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. This Appellate Court claimed,  “We find no basis for overturning the orders at issue, and the appellant has identified none.” This Appellate Court says that its opinion is to not be published, and thus its determination to uphold the dismissal after dismembering the lawsuit by Plaintiff(s)/ Appellant(s) doesn’t have any real value as a precedent. Appellants disagree.  The facts and the law of  the underlying case means that this case should be tried by jury as opposed to allowing a federal judge to claim that state and county police and local attorneys and judges who will not obey Missouri law have “qualified” or “absolute immunity” to violate the law they are supposed to uphold on the basis of fear and loathing against their private enemies like Pastor Lindstedt and His Church. 
For what it is worth, this case, The Church of Jesus Christ Christian / Aryan Nations of Missouri v. Newton County Missouri, is of immense value to a Revolutionary Tribunal because of whatsoever these regime-criminals have done under color against Plaintiffs, so too can be done against them and their families and estates upon a new regime coming to power.  A Levy of  Proscription in which regime criminals and their families and anyone siding with them was used by the Dictator Lucius Cornelius Sulla and later by Augustus Caesar to overthrow the corrupt Republic of Rome and to institute civil warfare leading to absolute rule by a Supreme Warlord or Emperor. In the remaining pages of this Petition for Rehearing, the points made are to be incorporated into a Manual of Revolutionary Resistance Tribunals specifically designed to exterminate the top-ten percent of the population and terrorize the culled population by a White Nationalist Ten Thousand Warlords regime. As the First Head of the Russian Revolution’s Secret Political Police, Iron Felix Dzerzhinsky said, 
"We stand for organized terror -- this should be frankly admitted. Terror is an absolute necessity during times of revolution. Our aim is to fight against the enemies of the Soviet Government and of the new order of life. We judge quickly. In most cases only a day passes between the apprehension of the criminal and his sentence. When confronted with evidence criminals in almost every case confess; and what argument can have greater weight than a criminal's own confession."
Felix Dzerzhinsky, interviewed in Novaia Zhizn (14th July, 1918)

Iron Felix, as Lenin’s secret policeman, and all Russian secret policemen call themselves proudly as Checkists, exterminated over a quarter-million Tsarist police, lawyers, judges, nobility, and their families all the way from the local nobility all the way up to Czar Nicholas II and his family within 20 months and enabled the civil war and purges of millions because after cutting the head off of the first quarter of the one percent, absolute rulership of the remainder of the 99% fell into the hands of the Bolsheviks and their New Order of life which remained for the next 80 years. Whatever the Commissars said was the law, from Lenin to Stalin to Breshnov to Gorbachov. A military dictatorship is far less corrupt and efficient than a system pretending to be a “republic” under rule of regime criminal. A North Korean dictatorship  isn’t a threat to the genetic integrity of North Koreans as the current ZOG/Babylon the Third & Final CONstipational “democracy” with Bill of Goods “protections” pretending to be a “republic” is against the Aryan White Christian Israelite population of less than a 100 million outnumbered by a quarter-billion muds ruled by the jewdeo-Saxon ZOGling elite. 
Aryan Nations v. Newton County should be used as an excuse for summary judgment against police, lawyers,  judges and sundry regime criminals and their families so as to destroy the current corrupt regime and to restore law and order upon a culled and purged remnant White population absolutely ruled by local military dictatorships. This case is to be published, and quoted in the Manual for Revolutionary Resistance Courts Martial, even if this Appeals Court decides to obey their own law and bring the case entire back to be tried by jury against policemen, lawyers, and judges no longer deemed to be above the law.  
I. The Case Against Michael Lindstedt and Chrystal Courtney
 Pastor Martin Lindstedt has claimed that his brother, Michael Lindstedt and Michael Lindstedt’s girlfriend and baby-momma Chrystal Courtney had embezzled around  $250-300,000 of Pastor Lindstedt’s and Mike Lindstedt’s mother Martina Lindstedt’s estate under color of Mike Lindstedt’s power of attorney and was keeping her at his house 800+ miles away. Upon reconciling with their sister, Susan Lindstedt Bessman, Mike Lindstedt panicked and decided to sell Martina’s house at the farm in Newton County on the outskirts of Granby, Missouri so Martina Lindstedt couldn’t ever come home from his house in Midland South Dakota where Mike had stashed her so he could embezzle her estate and collect the rent on her life estate of 1600+ acres in Stanley County, next to the acreages of Mike and Martin and Monte Lindstedt’s children. On Feb. 18, 2013, between 4:10-4:52 pm an audio recording was made which was put up since the original complaint of Feb. 22, 2013, which anyone can download and listen to:
http://pastorlindstedt.org/lindstedt/legal/NewtonCounty/021813-165245.mp3" http://pastorlindstedt.org/lindstedt/legal/NewtonCounty/021813-165245.mp3 
Since Mike Lindstedt at 6’3” and 400 lbs had previously assaulted Pastor Martin Lindstedt at 6’2” and 250 lbs, Susan Lindstedt decided to call the Newton County Sheriff’s Department. At around 4:28pm Corporal Oren Barnes and another deputy sheriff in another SUV came out. A partial transcript of the proceedings is “Plaintiff’s Show Cause . . . to Proceed to Trial” Document #61, partial transcript, Pages 4-8. For those without PACER, this document can be seen at:  http://pastorlindstedt.org/lindstedt/legal/NewtonCounty/2015/Nov15/61_Show%20Cause%20Piglice_2Nov16.pdf" http://pastorlindstedt.org/lindstedt/legal/NewtonCounty/2015/Nov15/61_Show%20Cause%20Piglice_2Nov16.pdf
The recording and transcript show that Mike Lindstedt had complete control over Martina Lindstedt at his house in Midland, SD, where she was absolutely kept incommunicado to Pastor Lindstedt and Susan Bessman, and that Martina Lindstedt didn’t really want to sell her home in Newton County, saying five times “Mike, I don’t know” and making objections showing that she wanted to come back home to Missouri. Listening to the audio file and seeing the transcript, it is also obvious that Newton County Deputy Sheriff  Corporal Oren Barnes didn’t know Michael Lindstedt other than as Pastor Lindstedt’s brother, and the past bogus child molestation case which fell through over seven years previously. Since Cpl Barnes had previously claimed that “whatever Mrs. Martina Lindstedt says goes” regarding selling the house and then upon her saying that she didn’t want to sell, decided to take another tack of claiming that Mike Lindstedt got to sell the house because he cleaned up the place to sell. Upon being accused of taking sides, Cpl Barnes threatened to arrest Pastor Lindstedt if he didn’t leave, and stayed behind to conspire with Mike Lindstedt and Chrystal Courtney, who used to work as a pig at the jail. Throughout the years since verbally to Pastor Lindstedt and in other documents filed by Mike Lindstedt to this the district court and this appeals court reveal that Mike thinks that the Newton County Sheriff’s Department acted correctly to allow him to try sell his mother’s property in Newton County and pocket the money, and to do with his mother and her estate whatever he wanted. 
Michael Lindstedt takes not so much after the Lindstedts and the Svenson/Samuelsons, both family lines which came from Helsingborg / Scania Sweden or the Schmidts from Posnan Prussia, but rather the Osbournes, who were low-land Scots and Strathclyders. Fred Lindstedt, our grandfather called these Scots-Irish the “Jenny Irish.” Jenny Samuelson murdered her husband, Martin Samuelson, and bribed the Pierre lawyers who went on to the South Dakota supreme court bench to let her have all the estate. Jenny deliberately abused her child, Martina Samuelson Lindstedt, and set it so that she couldn’t own outright what she was supposed to inherit, but rather her lands were to go to Mike and Monte. Martin and Mike Lindstedt had an agreement that “half of mom’s half which would go to Mike would be split between Mike and Martin upon Martina’s death” in order to settle the Jenny Samuelson Estate in 1999. It was assumed that Susan and Monte’s heirs had a similar arrangement. 
Mike Lindstedt knew all about the state of civil war between Pastor Lindstedt and Newton County and assumed correctly, that if he murdered Martina, his mother, like Jenny Samuelson murdered her husband Martin Samuelson, that he would get away with embezzlement and murder and not have to pay any money in bribes to Newton County like Jenny did in South Dakota. And so it went.
Upon being ordered away from the farm by Cpl Barnes, and having the basis for a 42 USC 1983 lawsuit, Pastor Lindstedt filed a federal lawsuit on Feb. 22, 2013 in order to literally “save the farm” from being sold by Mike at auction on Feb. 23, 2013. Pastor Lindstedt paid $30 to his step-daughter Amalie Baldwin to serve Mike Lindstedt and Chrystal Courtney the morning of the auction, and the auctioneer, not wanting to be sued, backed off, as did Mike Lindstedt. So a $350 federal lawsuit literally “saved the family home.” The initial complaint was designed to allow Pastor Lindstedt to proceed against Newton County, their animal Sheriff’s Department, Cpl Barnes and Sheriff Ken Copeland. 
In order to keep Mike Lindstedt from using his power of attorney to sell any more of Martina Lindstedt’s assets, a petition for a change of guardian was made to remove Mike Lindstedt as Martina Lindstedt’s guardian and have all three of her children appointed, Martin, Mike and Susan. This would bring her back from Mike’s house in Midland SD, 800+ miles away, and by a vote of two to three force an accounting of the estate. Someone from the probate court of Judge Kevin Lee Selby notified Mike Lindstedt and Mike left his place behind Susan and Martin Lindstedt at the Neosho Sonic and Mike hi-tailed it to South Dakota.
Judge Kevin Lee Selby appointed the stupidest lawyer in Newton County to be guardian ad litem over Martina Lindstedt, namely Terry Neff. Both Martin and Mike Lindstedt used to haul hay for Terry Neff back in the 1980s. Neff is an incompetent farmer for his rich daddy and an even more incompetent attorney. Pastor Lindstedt is convinced that Mike Lindstedt screamed and hollered at Terry Neff to dismiss the guardianship procedures and Terry Neff agreed to misstate both the facts and law in order to do so. The end result was an absolutely idiotic Motion to Dismiss filed by Terry Neff on the grounds that Martina Lindstedt had more money and property in South Dakota. In response, Pastor Lindstedt pointed out that Martina Lindstedt in having a farm assessed at $30,000 was worth twice the $15,000 level necessary to trigger a lawsuit in Missouri to guard her estate. Mike Lindstedt has numerous times confirmed that lawyers both in South Dakota and Missouri have told him that he didn’t have to return Martina Lindstedt to Newton County to have a mental examination. Pastor Lindstedt several times tricked Mike Lindstedt into admitting Terry Neff was the Missouri attorney who told him that.
Mike Lindstedt made no effort to bring Martina Lindstedt down from South Dakota for the Guardianship hearing on April 10, 2013. Martina Lindstedt died of a stroke or heart attack on April 5, 2013 five days before the hearing was scheduled. Martina Lindstedt was out of her blood-pressure medications. Pastor Lindstedt thinks that Mike Lindstedt killed Martina Lindstedt by neglect and literally scaring her to death to where she may have wanted to die so that Mike wouldn’t go to prison for embezzlement. Martina Lindstedt loathed Chrystal Courtney and Chrystal Courtney hated Martina Lindstedt.
Michael Lindstedt has a genetic pre-disposition to kill family members for what he thinks is “his fair share” i.e. all of it of family property. Mike Lindstedt probably betrayed his own father into getting imprisoned for threatening to shoot crooked South Dakota lawyers and judges, and then dying of a stroke 20 days after getting released. In May 2009, after taking Martina Lindstedt up from the farm to his house in South Dakota, Mike Lindstedt threatened to beat up Pastor Lindstedt if he set foot on the outside porch of their mutually-owned double-wide at 378 Rabbit Track Road just down the hill from 338 Rabbit Track Road, and not allowed Pastor Lindstedt access to his property in his former office in that house. Furthermore, Mike Lindstedt told Pastor Lindstedt that he was glad the government sent Richard Lindstedt to prison and killed him in May 2001 and that Mike wished that Pastor Lindstedt had been convicted for life on the bogus child molestation charges and thus prevented from interfering in Mike’s embezzlement and thievery. In the past three years Mike Lindstedt has gloated that probate Judge Kevin Lee Selby will find a pretext to arrest Pastor Lindstedt for contempt and murder him in jail. 
Note to a Resistance Tribunal: Mike Lindstedt is a sociopath who will do anything for money. Someone who killed his own mother, betrayed his own father and older brother is someone who will be immensely useful in torturing the regime criminals and their families and confiscating their properties for forfeiture by the state. The child this useful traitor can be held hostage to duty. Chrystal is useful only in making Mike Lindstedt miserable. Shoving that bitch feet first into a wood chipper would serve her right, although she was fired for being mean to the prisoners even in the shithole Newton County Jail and thus is useful as a torturer.
II. The Case Against Cpl Barnes and Sheriff Ken Copeland
Listening to the audio file and reading the partial transcript (Doc #61 of Nov. 3, 2014) it is clear that Cpl Barnes didn’t know Mike Lindstedt at all, but knew all about Pastor Lindstedt and Lindstedt’s bogus child molestation case which fell through. Cpl Barnes thought that Mike Lindstedt selling Martina Lindstedt’s home would cause Pastor Lindstedt to leave Newton County – a prayed for occurrence back in 2008 when the Newton County Prosecutors Jacob Skouby and Bill Dobbs and Judges John LePage and Timothy Perigo offered to drop the failing charges if Pastor Lindstedt would leave the state to March 2016, when Jacob Skouby was wishing Lindstedt would leave the state instead of trying to run for Sheriff without a “pig license”. It is the policy of Newton County, its animal Sheriff’s Department, and Sheriff Ken Copeland to drive Pastor Lindstedt away from his home. This official policy is communicated to all deputy sheriffs as can be heard by Cpl Oren Barnes on the audio file of Feb. 18, 2013.  By making a threat of false arrest and felonious restraint under color of law, it enabled Pastor Lindstedt to file a federal civil rights lawsuit to try to save the farm in Feb. 2013.
The federal judge Stephen Bough wants to play the game that police can threaten to arrest citizens and cannot be held to account so as to justify terminating the rump lawsuit after getting the lawyers and judges and county off.
Note to Resistance Tribunals: Corporal Barnes is an extremely vicious and evil pig who prissily abuses the law to achieve regime-criminal aims. Thus Cpl Barnes is exactly the sort of vicious animal who inevitably provokes a successful Revolution. Someone like Cpl Barnes – who is now training up other evil pigs at Crowder College – should be used as part of the 10% of former pigs like Reinhold Heydrich used policemen like Heinrich Muller in the Gestapo. Cpl Barnes is exactly the sort of pig who will torture the children of regime criminals and elicit a confession after wringing the most anguish and pain. Utterly without any morals or decency, Cpl Barnes could be trusted to take a bandsaw to the feet of the children of regime criminals until their parents either bit off their testicles or sodomized them with a broomstick in order to get a DNA reading as to whether they be white or mongrel, in which case the entire regime criminal family bloodline can be eliminated, either to serve as eunuchs and walking wombs if white and as dung upon the earth is mongrel. A Revolutionary Regime should use the organs of the overthrown state to bring about perfect justice.
In the case of Sheriff Ken Copeland, he is a mongrel. In August 2005, after torturing a black prisoner named Overton with a taser, Copeland tried to claim that Romans Chapter 13 allowed him to claim obedience to his crooked rule at the jail. Pastor Lindstedt then read parts of I Kings Chapter 21 about Naboth’s judicial murder and II Kings Chapters 8-11 about the overthrow and destruction absolute of the House of Ahab. Copeland got sorta faint when discussing Biblical castration and whined about “How only God can judge me.” Copeland knows what to expect. Skinning out and castration and being fed its own spawn fresh from the wood chipper. Of course that didn’t prevent Copeland from plotting with Judge Kevin Lee Selby to send Pastor Lindstedt to the Fulton State NutHouse for refusal to accept a public pretender to sell him out.  
 III. The Case Against Attorney Terry Neff, negligent Guardian Ad Litem 
Plaintiff  Pastor Lindstedt argued that it was suspected, based upon what Defendant Michael Lindstedt has compulsively told Pastor Lindstedt,  that Attorney Terry Neff had conspired with Defendant Michael Lindstedt to dismiss this guardianship action designed to bring Martina Lindstedt back to the family farmhouse in Newton County Missouri for purposes of allowing Defendant Michael Lindstedt to leave Martina Lindstedt in South Dakota over 800 miles away so that Mike Lindstedt could continue to embezzle her estate worth $2.3 million. If these are the facts of the case then Neff should have to face a jury because as a co-conspirator to embezzle and murder his guardian ad litem client then Neff doesn’t have even a qualified immunity, much less absolute immunity. The case law which applies here is. Dornheim v. Sholes, 430 F. 3d 919, 925 (8th Cir. 2005) which granted at most a qualified immunity, not an absolute immunity, as both Neff’s attorney and the District Court claim under the older standard McCuen v. Polk County, Iowa, 893 F.2d 172, 173 from 8th Circuit 1990. Neff was not part of the original complaint but was added on later in Sept. 2014 in order to recoup part of Martina Lindstedt’s estate stolen through Neff’s  incompetence. 
Note to Resistance Tribunals: Unlike letting up to 10% of the pigs to live as murderers and tortures to serve a Revolutionary regime, the number of lawyers allowed to live should be capped at 2 or 3 percent. Terry Neff is too stupid and fat to be of any use as even a Vishnisky or Freisler as a prosecutor. Rather, since Terry Neff’s father is worth at least $25 million, it would be useful to simply force the entire Neff family into a cage and force them to eat one another and confiscate their entire estate after there is one left, who is sterilized.
At the August 3, 2016 probate hearing, one lawyer proposed that the Newton County Public Administrator be used to sell the farm at auction in order to pay his bill. This is creative barratry. A Resistance Tribunal should likewise confiscate the property of all regime criminals and sell it to favored subjects much like Crassus made his fortune off of Sulla’s Proscriptions at ten cents or less on the dollar.
Insofar as Blanchard, Mitchell, etc. lawyers to the Southwest Missouri regime criminals are concerned, they simply lie about the facts and the law like all lawyers. They are stupid and vicious like all lawyers, and their spawn should be spayed or gelded if whigger and sent to the wood-chipper if jew or mongrel. The lawyer who is the most vicious and thus useful for Revolutionary wet-work is Bill Dobbs, former juvenile officer and current McDonald County Prostitutor. 
IV. The Case Against the corrupt lawless Judges Kevin Selby & Tim Perigo
The two judges Timothy Perigo and probate court Judge Kevin Lee Selby didn’t have any immunity because they violated Revised Statutes of Missouri (RSMo) RSMo § 472.060 in which Probate Judge Kevin Lee Selby was not to be allowed to hear the probate case upon Pastor Lindstedt’s verified affidavit as to Selby’s prejudice. Judge Timothy Perigo violated RSMo § 478.255 and its requirement to remove Selby as probate judge from the case. Thus neither judge has any jurisdictional protection or even qualified immunity because as state court judges they have willfully refused to obey the very laws of the State of Missouri. The Missouri Attorney General’s Office Assistant Brandon Laird deceitfully argues that these judges have absolute immunity to violate the same Missouri laws that the Missouri Attorney General’s Office is supposed to enforce – starting with all of these attorneys and judges. In short by deceit it has been argued by lawyers and then ordered by federal district court judges that county lawyers and judges can work with favored parties to aid the embezzlement and murder of senile or diminished  capacity old people who are at odds with the public enemies of their local parasitic criminal regimes.
As back in 2005 on the bogus child molestation case after stealing and selling the grandkids, being sued in the Missouri Court of Appeals – Southern Division by Pastor Lindstedt to get them back and still insisting that it could hear the preliminary hearing and sending Pastor Lindstedt to be doped up and tortured at the Fulton State NutHouse because of refusal to accept a public pretender , Judge Kevin Lee Selby from May 21, 2014 to August 3, 2016 has insisted on remaining on the probate case and refusing to obey the law, specifically RSMo § 472.060 and Circuit Court Judge Timothy Perigo violates RSMo § 478.255 and refuses to remove Selby as probate judge and get someone outside the Missouri 40th Judicial District to hear the case. Mike Lindstedt continues to insist that his buddy Selby keep the case. Selby has tried all manner of inducements to get Pastor Lindstedt to recognize his corrupt jurisdiction, including like Satan in Matthew Chapter 4, to allow Pastor Lindstedt to be Personal Representative if only Lindstedt will worship or even acknowledge judge satan-selby. This is not going to happen. The idiotic Missouri Deputy Attorney General Brandon Laird, working under Chris Koster who is now running for Governor, corruptly insists that judges have jurisdiction even when the Missouri state law says that they do not have jurisdiction and thus absolute immunity. 
Note to Revolutionary Tribunals: Judge  Kevin Lee Selby is a Satanic mongrel who stupidly flashed Pastor Lindstedt the “devil horns” sign of the evil eye the morning of Aug. 3, 2016 after County Commissioner Jim Jackson probably told Selby to stop leaving Newton County open to litigation and allowed Pastor Lindstedt to take a picture of this for his Church web page. Of course, being a Satanic mongrel doesn’t imply stupidity, and Selby knows all the tricks of corrupt practice. It is so funny seeing Selby sit on the bench emanating pure evil and watching the lawyers sitting like buzzards in the small closed courtroom not knowing what Selby will do next, but it likely won’t be lawful.
So, given that Perigo is a fat fool of weak character albeit likely a pure-blooded whigger, it would probably be best to use Selby as a Resistance Tribunal judge even though forcing Selby to do the testicle-eating and broomstick sodomizing of its spawn and eating them fresh or canned from the wood chipper and forcing Perigo to munch down as well. Judge Kevin Lee Selby is the quintessential vicious evil lawless judge who will act like Torquemada against its fellow jews, mongrels and judges under color of law.

When this case was brought back on Feb. 22, 2013, the entire purpose was to keep Mike Lindstedt from selling Martina Lindstedt’s house so she would have a place to come back home and to have a lawsuit against Newton County so that Pastor Lindstedt could agitate for the complete extermination of the Newton County Sheriff’s Department, pretty much all of the lawyers and judges and police, the local Republican Party, most of the thieving parasitic local rich, and a lot of others besides. The key to saving YHWH’s Servant Nation of Aryan Christian Israel is to purge over 80% of them, along with all of the jews and mongrels, and set up in the place of the Mighty Evil Empire of ZOG/Babylon the Third and Final somewhat around Ten Thousand Warlords to rule over 10-20 million ex-whiggers. 
Because of this, Pastor Lindstedt reconciled with his sister, and they sought to gain control over their mother and her remaining estate for a solution which would be fair to all. The problem was that Mike Lindstedt, true to being an Osbourne and not a Lindstedt, decided to cover up his tracks of embezzlement and so with the aid of the Newton County Sheriff’s Department, Attorney Terry Neff, and Judges Kevin Lee Selby and Timothy Perigo simply killed off his mother by denying her medical treatment and scaring her to death. And so she died and the lawsuit expanded and these federal courts both district and federal and all the lawyers said that regime criminals are above the law.

Wherefore, this Petition for Re-Hearing or simply sending this case back to the district court for a jury trial against ALL of the Defendants, according to law. On the obverse, this Court can decide to wash its paws like Pontius Pilate and like Hillary Clinton deciding to steal and rig the general election like she did to gain the nomination, proceed to destruction of everything via civil war inevitable. 

Hail Victory!!! 

________________________________ 
Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt, Plaintiff /Appellant Pro Se
ArchBishop of Missouri, Church of Jesus Christ Christian/Aryan Nations of Missouri
(Disqualified LibberToon) Write-In Candidate for Governor of Missouri
338 Rabbit Track Road, Granby Missouri 64844,  
417-472-6901, pastorlindstedt@gmail.com
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Certificate of Service
On the 22d Day of October, 2016, the undersigned party served the following Appellant’s Petition for Rehearing, paper format, on the following parties who are not on this Appeals Court’s electronic filing system:

Michael Lindstedt,  378 Rabbit Track Road, Neosho, Missouri 64850
Crystal Courtney, 378 Rabbit Track Road, Granby, Missouri 64844
Corporal Oren Barnes, Newton County Sheriff’s Department, 208 W. Coler Street, Neosho Missouri, 64850
Sheriff Ken Copeland, Newton County Sheriff’s Department, 208 W. Coler Street, Neosho Missouri, 64850

By delivering it by U.S. Mail.
	 
_______________________________
Pastor Martin Lindstedt, Appellant Pro Se
For The Church of Jesus Christ Christian / Aryan Nations of Missouri
Libertarian Candidate for Governor of Missouri

Note: A copy of this was filed electronically the same day at the Church web page:
http://www.whitenationalist.org/forum/showthread.php?1203

